Vagamon
₹.1,990 Per Person

3 Nights 4 Days
Season:Summer,Rainy,Winter

Contact: Devaraj – 9579199710
dev@prasadetours.com

TOUR GALLERY :

ABOUT TOUR :
Vagamon is a hill station famous for its quiet and seclusion, and the immense beauty of the valleys and rolling green hills. Take
in the majesty of a beautiful sunset here with this amazing campsite up above and over the clouds. - Located on the top of a hill
in the region, this nature’s wonderland is a breath of fresh air for the visitors as it is easily one of the most untouched pieces of
land in Kerala.

INCLUSIONS :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Accommodation
Food
Forest entry fee
guide

EXCLUSION :
1. Transportation
2. Personal Expenses

3. Anything not mentioned above

DAY WISE ITINERARY :
Day1 :-

7.30 AM - Reach Kumily. Refresh and have breakfast (on you).
8.30 - 9.00 AM - Head as a convoy to the base camp. You will be stopping at a few waterfalls & breathtaking
viewpoints
12.30 - 1.00PM.- Reach Basecamp for lunch.
2.00 PM - 4.00 PM - Enjoy bathing in an ice cold, private waterfalls
4.00 PM - Start to the camp spot at around (10 mins off- road drive on our vehicle). Explore the camp spot & go on
a short hike to the nearby peak (10 mins hike) that offers awesome views of the Camp Spot and the deep valley
below.
6.00PM - Come back and settle down for a fantabulous sunset (If weather permits)
7.30 - 8.00 AM - Set up a campfire and enjoy the warmth of the fire on a cold night. Enjoy a fun-filled ice breaking
session followed by dinner. Snuggle up into the comfort of your tent after dinner, read a book, do a bit of star gazing
(if weather permits), sit around the campfire and share stories or just lie down and melt into the silence of the
mountains

Day2 :-

6.30-7.00 AM- Wake up to the surreal sight of clouds below you. Take a walk through lush green meadows. Soak
up the raw beauty of nature and sights & sounds of the virgin forest.
8.30 AM Enjoy a sumptuous breakfast 10.30 AM Hike down to the base camp & get into the waterfall for another
round of dip
12.00 Noon – Check out and head to Vagamon meadows & Paal Ozhugum Paarai (A majestic 7 step waterfall)
Finish lunch on the way (on you)
5.30 Reach Kumily. If time permits, indulge in a bit of spice shopping in Kumily and head back to your respective
destinations.

POLICY :
1. If cancellations are made 30 days before the start date of the trip, 25% of total tour cost will be charged as
cancellation fees.
2. If cancellations are made 15-30 days before the start date of the trip, 50% of total tour cost will be charged
as cancellation fees.
3. If cancellations are made within 0-15 days before the start date of the trip, 100% of total tour cost will be
charged as cancellation fees.
4. In case of unforeseen weather conditions or government restrictions, certain trips or activities may get
cancelled. In such cases operator will try their best to provide an alternate feasible. Howeve

BENIFITS :
1. Health -Weight n Calories Loss
2. Health -Healthy Heart n Breathing

3. Mind -Boosts Creativity and Mindfullness
4. Mind -Destress and Detoxify Mind
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